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ABSTRACTWe employed deep genome sequencing of two parents and 12 of their offspring to estimate the mutation rate per site per
generation in a full-sib family of Drosophila melanogaster recently sampled from a natural population. Sites that were homozygous for
the same allele in the parents and heterozygous in one or more offspring were categorized as candidate mutations and subjected to
detailed analysis. In 1.233 109 callable sites from 12 individuals, we confirmed six single nucleotide mutations. We estimated the false
negative rate in the experiment by generating synthetic mutations using the empirical distributions of numbers of nonreference bases
at heterozygous sites in the offspring. The proportion of synthetic mutations at callable sites that we failed to detect was ,1%,
implying that the false negative rate was extremely low. Our estimate of the point mutation rate is 2.8 3 1029 (95% confidence
interval = 1.0 3 1029 2 6.1 3 1029) per site per generation, which is at the low end of the range of previous estimates, and suggests
an effective population size for the species of �1.4 3 106. At one site, point mutations were present in two individuals, indicating that
there had been a premeiotic mutation cluster, although surprisingly one individual had a G/A transition and the other a G/T
transversion, possibly associated with error-prone mismatch repair. We also detected three short deletion mutations and no insertions,
giving a deletion mutation rate of 1.2 3 1029 (95% confidence interval = 0.7 3 1029 2 11 3 1029).

ACCURATE knowledge of the spontaneous mutation rate
is fundamental for advancing the understanding of

many key questions in evolutionary biology. The rate of spon-
taneous mutation provides the base line for inferring the rate
of molecular evolutionary change in the absence of natural
selection or biased gene conversion. If an estimate of the
neutral nucleotide diversity for a population is available, then
it is also possible to estimate its recent effective population
size. The spontaneous mutation rate per site appears in many
aspects of evolutionary theory, such as the prediction of nu-
cleotide diversity as a function of genetic distance in models of
background selection (Hudson and Kaplan 1995; Nordborg
et al. 1996) and the prediction of the equilibrium genomic
base composition (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2010).

Indirect approaches to estimating the mutation rate have
relied on the equilibrium frequencies of dominant phenotypes
caused by mutations at single loci or on the molecular
divergence between species at putatively neutrally evolving
sites (reviewed by Keightley 2012). Both approaches rely on
parameter estimates that may be inaccurate, such as the num-
ber of sites in a gene that can produce a mutant phenotype or
the generation time and divergence date of a species pair.
Estimates are therefore subject to considerable uncertainty.
In the past decade, it has become feasible to estimate the
spontaneous mutation rate by applying mutation detection
technology or direct sequencing of amplicons or complete
genomes of mutation accumulation (MA) lines that have
built up spontaneous mutations for many generations. This
approach has been applied to the microbes Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Lynch et al. 2008), Dictyostelium discoideum (Saxer
et al. 2012), and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Ness et al.
2012; Sung et al. 2012); the invertebrates Caenorhabditis
elegans (Denver et al. 2004, 2009) and Drosophila melanogaster
(Haag-Liautard et al. 2007; Keightley et al. 2009; Schrider et al.
2013); and the flowering plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Ossowski
et al. 2010). These studies have generated valuable information
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of relevance to evolutionary theory, but there are a number
of drawbacks to using MA lines for the characterization of
the spontaneous mutation process. First, in outbreeding dip-
loid species, MA lines are normally founded from an inbred
progenitor, the production of which could fix deleterious
recessive mutations that modify the mutation rate. It would
be expected that such mutations would tend to increase the
mutation rate, assuming that natural selection drives the mu-
tation rate toward a physiochemical minimum in sexual species
(Sniegowski et al. 2000). Second, deleterious recessive muta-
tions, such as recessive lethals in diploids, will not become
fixed in MA lines maintained by selfing or full-sib mating. If
large insertion or deletion events (indels) tend to produce
recessive lethality, for example, then these will be underrep-
resented in the spectrum of mutations detected. Third, pre-
meiotic clusters of mutations (Woodruff and Thompson
1992) are not amenable to analysis using MA lines, because
lines are expected either to have or not to have a single fixed
mutation at a given site. Finally, MA lines are time consuming
to produce and it is not feasible to produce them in most
species.

Studying the rate and properties of new spontaneous
mutations in a more natural setting is therefore desirable,
and has recently been attempted by whole-genome sequenc-
ing of parent–offspring trios (Roach et al. 2010; Conrad et al.
2011; Kong et al. 2012; Michaelson et al. 2012). By these
means, the genomes of tens of human trios have been se-
quenced and several thousands of new mutations detected,
giving a detailed picture of the rate, age, and sex depen-
dency and spectrum of new mutations in our own species.
Difficulties with this approach are its relatively high cost if
applied on a large scale (though costs continue to fall), the
large number of false positives called that need to be checked,
the possibility of missing genuine mutations if filtering is ap-
plied to reduce false positive calls, and the problem of obtaining
an unbiased estimate of the number of callable sites, which is
necessary to calculate the rate of mutation per site.

In this article, we apply deep, whole-genome sequencing
of parents and multiple offspring from a single family of
D. melanogaster originating from recently caught wild flies,
thereby minimizing the impact of inbreeding in the laboratory.
We assign genotypes at each site in the genome for each in-
dividual using the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (Depristo
et al. 2011). Like other currently available genotype callers,
mapping error leads GATK to falsely assign many sites in
some or all individuals as heterozygous. Using the genotype
calls, together with read depth and mapping quality at each
site, we develop a software pipeline to call candidate muta-
tions, incorporating a minimal amount of filtering of variants
present in the offspring, allowing mutations to be called in
a nearly unbiased manner, and the number of callable sites
to be accurately estimated. The set of candidate mutations
that passes automated filtering is then manually curated by
viewing their sequencing reads in the Integrated Genomics
Viewer (IGV) (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2012). The IGV facilitates
the identification of false positives caused by mapping errors

manifest as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and/or
indels in perfect association, almost invariably affecting mul-
tiple offspring. We check that the automated filtering and
manual curation do not remove genuine mutations by de-
termining whether synthetic mutations incorporated into
the real data pass our filters. We then check each plausible
candidate mutation using Sanger sequencing to identify
genuine mutations and obtain a direct estimate of the mu-
tation rate.

Materials and Methods

Flies

A D. melanogaster full-sib family was produced by crossing
individuals from isofemale lines derived from a population
collected in Ghana in January 2010 (Verspoor and Haddrill
2011). A single male and female parent taken from different
lines were allowed to mate for 3 days and then separated.
Both the male and female parent were virgins and eclosed
within 8 hr of each other. Offspring were collected from the
mating vial over the course of 1 wk. Parents and offspring
were individually snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at 280� until DNA extraction. Genomic DNA for whole-
genome sequencing was obtained from the parents and 12
offspring (10 females and two males) by phenol-chloroform
extraction. DNA from a second panel of 8 offspring, used to
help confirm mutations, was obtained using a Qiagen Gentra
Puregene Cell kit.

Whole-genome sequencing

Genome sequencing, including associated library produc-
tion, was carried out at the Beijing Genomics Institute, Hong
Kong. A single Illumina library with a mean insert size of
�470 bp was prepared for each individual fly. Library pro-
duction was successful from unamplified DNA for the two
parents, but was unsuccessful for the offspring. We therefore
had libraries prepared from whole-genome amplified DNA
from the offspring using a Qiagen REPLI-g Mini kit prior to
library preparation. This method, using a high-fidelity poly-
merase (Phi 29) to generate fragments of up to 100 kb, is
believed to generate a relatively even representation of sites
across the genome and previously has been successfully used
for Illumina sequencing of D. melanogaster (Langley et al.
2011). Paired-end sequencing of 100-bp reads to a mean read
depth of�50 times (Figure 1) was carried out on the Illumina
HiSequation 2000 instrument.

Sequence alignment

Illumina sequences of each individual fly were aligned to the
D. melanogaster reference genome (release 5.44, March 2012)
using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) version 0.6.2-r126 (Li
and Durbin 2009), and duplicate reads were removed using
Picard tools (http://picard.sourceforge.net). We then used
the IndelRealigner in GATK (Depristo et al. 2011) to carry
out local realignment around insertion/deletion events (indels),
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with all individuals included in the realignment. We have
previously found that this is an effective procedure for re-
moving the majority of false SNP and indel calls caused by
misaligned indels (Ness et al. 2012).

Genotype calling

A high proportion of false SNP and indel calls are known to
be caused by mismapping (Li 2011). To reduce potential
miscalls, we removed sites for which mapping quality was
,20 using SamTools mpileup (Li et al. 2009). We also
insisted that both parents were well covered and of high
purity (i.e., having consistent base calls at a given site). To
achieve this, we disregarded sites at read depth ,10 in
either parent and at which either parent was impure (i.e.,

we excluded sites that did not have the same base calls in
each read in each parent). Finally, we also disregarded sites
at which both parents were homozygous for the nonrefer-
ence allele. Filtering on the parents is not expected to affect
genotype calls in the offspring.

We used the UnifiedGenotyper in GATK (Depristo et al.
2011) to assign genotypes at each site in the parents and the
offspring, assuming a heterozygosity parameter of 0.01.
With high read depth, as in the present case, changing this
parameter has a negligible impact on genotype calls (Depristo
et al. 2011; Ness et al. 2012). We called variants across all
individuals within the same GATK run. As recommended in
the documentation, we ran GATK while treating X-linked sites
in males (i.e., the male parent and the two male offspring) as
if they were autosomal and then used a gender-aware algo-
rithm to call mutations in the offspring. Sites marked as low
quality by GATK, i.e., containing the LowQual flag in the variant
call format (VCF) file output by GATK were disregarded.

Calling candidate mutations

We wrote a custom script to process the VCF file to call
candidate mutations in the offspring. Sites at a read depth.10
were marked as potentially having a mutation if at least one
offspring was called by GATK as a heterozygote (or a male
offspring was called as a homozygote for the nonreference
allele in the case of X-linked loci). For such a site to pass
filtering, no more than three impure offspring were allowed
(where impurity is defined as the presence of reads containing
nonreference alleles in any offspring). In addition, we dis-
regarded candidates where the largest number of nonreference
reads within any individual was three or less.

Manual curation of candidate mutations

The aligned reads of each individual surrounding each candidate
mutation were examined using the Integrated Genomics Viewer
(IGV) (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2012). Candidates showing either
of the following properties were assumed to be false positives:

(1) Candidates present in more than one offspring that con-
tained at least one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
or indel in complete association and in the same reads as
the candidate mutation. That is, none of the reads con-
taining the wild-type allele at the candidate mutation site
carried any of the associated SNP or indel alleles. This is
a hallmark of an alignment artifact due to mismapping of
a duplicated region (Li 2011).

(2) Cases where, by carrying out a local realignment, we
could resolve a candidate SNP mutation by showing that
the reads carrying the SNP could be aligned perfectly to
an indel already present in multiple individuals, including
one or both parents.

Estimation of the rate of failure to detect mutations

To check whether the automated filtering or manual curation
of candidate mutations might lead to the removal of genuine

Figure 1 Distributions of read depth of the two parents, (A) female and (B)
male and two representative offspring, (C) male and (D) female for the
autosomes (blue) and X chromosome (red). Duplicate reads were removed.
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mutations, we developed an approach based on generating
synthetic mutations in the sequencing reads to estimate the
false negative rate for base pair changes. We generated 1,000
synthetic mutations at random positions in the genome in
randomly picked offspring with no conditioning on the read
or genotype state of any individual. If the offspring at the
selected site had read depth x, we randomly sampled a number,
y, of nonreference bases from the empirical distribution for
read depth x (which we generated as described below). We
then changed y reads from the major base to a randomly
selected, different base. To maintain sequencing errors that
might be present in the data, we did not change any non-
major bases. The complete data set of reads, including the
synthetic mutations, was then remapped to the reference
genome and mutations called using the identical pipeline
as described above, including the manual curation step for
a random sample of mutations. We calculated the rate of
failure to detect mutations from 1 minus the number of syn-
thetic mutations called, divided by the number of mutated
sites at which a mutation could have been called. This num-
ber of callable sites is less than the total number of mutated
sites because some sites do not pass the quality controls of our
pipeline (i.e., because they are of low quality or of insufficient
read depth in a parent or offspring).

To sample numbers of nonreference reads from realistic
distributions, we used empirical distributions of the number
of nonreference alleles in sites of offspring that have a high
probability of being heterozygous for natural variants present
in the parents. We considered autosomal sites where the
parents were called as homozygous for alternate alleles, at
which both parents were sequenced at a read depth $30,
and at which the reads for both parents were pure. In com-
piling such sites, the offspring read states were ignored. We
generated distributions for read depth of 1–100. Numbers of
sites used to generate these distributions is listed in Supporting
Information, Table S1. An example of the empirical distribu-
tion for read depth of 40, based on 38,000 putatively hetero-
zygous sites in the offspring, and its expectation for a binomial
distribution with equal frequencies of reference and nonreference
bases, is shown in Figure 2.

Number of callable sites

Our estimate of the mutation rate is the number of confirmed
mutations divided by the number of callable sites in each of
the individual offspring (there are therefore potentially up to
12 callable sites at a given position in the genome). Callable
sites exclude sites of low mapping quality, where the parents
have a nonreference allele or have insufficient read depth
(,10) and where a given offspring has insufficient read
depth ($10).

Large-scale events

We used Pindel (Ye et al. 2009) to search for deletions, short
insertions, inversions, tandem duplications, and long insertions
that were supported by at least five reads in one offspring and
not supported in either parent or any other offspring. There

were very large numbers of candidate mutations called if we
allowed a candidate mutation to affect more than a single
individual. We therefore needed to employ a more stringent
filter, and it was not feasible to identify premeiotic cluster
mutations using Pindel.

Checking candidate mutations by Sanger sequencing

Nongenome-amplified genomic DNA from the offspring was
used as template for PCR amplification and Sanger sequenc-
ing of amplicons containing candidate mutations. We took
advantage of our knowledge of the Illumina sequences to
design PCR primers that exactly matched the relevant region
of the individual in question and thereby avoided heterozy-
gosity in the primer sites and the possibility of allele-specific
amplification. We also verified that allele-specific amplification
had not occurred by checking for the presence of heterozygous
SNPs (manifest as double peaks in the Sanger chromatograms)
that were called at nearby sites in the Illumina reads (we were
able to perform this check in all cases). Sequencing was carried
out on both strands.

Results

We employed Illumina technology to sequence the genomes
of a pair of D. melanogaster parents and 12 of their offspring.
The parents were sequenced from unamplified genomic DNA
to a mean read depth of �50 times (at nonhemizygous sites),
and the vast majority of sites were sequenced at read depth of
.20 times (Figure 1). Sequencing libraries made from un-
amplified genomic DNA from the offspring did not pass quality
control, so we usedwhole-genome amplification prior to Illumina

Figure 2 Empirical (red) and expected (blue) distributions of the number
of nonreference bases at heterozygous sites for offspring having read
depths of 40. The empirical distribution shows the relative frequencies
of sites having numbers of nonreference bases from 0 to 40. The
expected distribution is binomial for equal frequencies of reference and
nonreference bases.
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library preparation and sequencing for the offspring. We
found that whole-genome amplification led to somewhat higher
variation in read depth in the offspring than the parents (Figure
1), but this disadvantage was partly offset by the presence of
substantially fewer duplicate reads in the offspring (averaging
2%) than the parents (42% in the male parent and 22% in the
female parent). We removed duplicate reads from the data, so
their presence leads to a lower effective read depth.

Read mapping and identification
of candidate mutations

We used BWA (Li and Durbin 2009) to align the reads of
each individual to the D. melanogaster reference genome
sequence and we then used GATK (Depristo et al. 2011) to
realign the reads around indels and to call the genotype of each
individual.We assigned candidatemutations by using a pipeline
incorporating strong filtering on the parents with the objective
of excluding sites within mismapped reads and minimal filter-
ing on the offspring. There was a total of 88 sites containing
candidate single nucleotide or small indel mutations that were
taken forward for detailed examination.

Manual curation of candidate mutations

The 88 candidate mutations were taken forward for analysis
using the IGV (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2012). The IGV allows
visual inspection of the base calls within each read mapped
in a region of the chromosome in every individual. Two general
patterns indicated the presence of a mapping error:

(1) The presence of SNPs or indels in perfect association
with the candidate mutation in two or more offspring.
There were 69 sites showing this pattern. Examples of
screenshots from the IGV showing representative candi-
dates of this type are shown in Figure S1 and Figure S2.
We believe that such cases are a consequence of map-
ping duplicated regions present in the samples but not
the reference. The alternative explanation of premeiotic
clusters involving several tightly linked sites is unlikely
for two reasons. First, we never observed the pattern of
tightly linked variants exemplified in Figure S1 and
Figure S2 around a candidate mutation in a single in-
dividual, so mutations occurring at multiple linked sites
would always have to produce premeiotic clusters. Sec-
ond, to our knowledge there is no mechanism that
could produce mutation clusters conforming to the pat-
tern illustrated in Figure S1 and Figure S2.

(2) In five cases, we were able to find an alternative local
alignment by changing the position of an indel variant
that removed a candidate single nucleotide mutation. One
of these cases (Figure S3) involved the alignment around
a deletion mutation (3L: 10,514,561) that we subse-
quently confirmed by Sanger sequencing. In the remaining
cases (example, Figure S4), multiple individuals including
the parents had an indel variant, and we postulate that the
individual(s) carrying the candidate single nucleotide mu-
tation has the indel rather than the mutation.

All candidates falling into these two patterns were assumed
to be false positives and were not taken forward for further
detailed analysis.

Confirmation of candidate mutations

There were 10 sites called by GATK that had a read pattern
strongly consistent with the presence of a genuine mutation
(Table 1) and 4 sites where the evidence for a genuine mu-
tation was judged to be weaker. We used Sanger sequencing
of nongenome-amplified genomic DNA from the offspring to
check these 14 candidates. None of the four weak candidate
mutations that were amplified were confirmed by Sanger
sequencing. Of the 10 candidate mutations called with high
confidence, 8 were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. The
remaining two candidates gave easily interpretable Sanger
sequencing chromatograms in at least one direction, but the
focal sites proved to be clearly wild type homozygous. Muta-
tions were not undetected due to allele-specific amplifica-
tion, because nearby heterozygous sites called by GATK in
the Illumina sequences were apparent in the corresponding
Sanger sequencing chromatograms in all cases. We then tested
whether detection failure could be explained by a sample mix-
up by sequencing amplicons containing the two undetected
candidate mutations in all 12 of the offspring. All of these
individuals proved to be homozygous wild type at the posi-
tions of the two candidate mutations and, moreover, nearby
SNPs showed the same genotype pattern across the individuals
in the Illumina and Sanger sequences in the cases of both
candidates. This confirms that these two candidate muta-
tions were false positives, a surprising result considering
the large numbers of nonreference reads present in the Illumina
sequences (Table 1).

Does our pipeline remove genuine mutations?

When trying to identify very rare mutant sites, current
genotype calling algorithms, including GATK, tend to throw
up false positives. It is necessary, therefore, to incorporate
automated filtering and/or manual curation as part of a muta-
tion identification pipeline. It is possible that filtering/curation
might remove genuine mutations from the data, leading to
downwardly biased estimates of the mutation rate. To our
knowledge, with the exception of Ness et al. (2012), the
issue of the rate of failure to detect mutations in the context
of the analysis of short read genome sequence data has not
previously been addressed.

To estimate the rate of failure to detect genuine mutations
(the false negative rate), we generated synthetic point muta-
tions (i.e., new heterozygous sites present in one individual
offspring) by altering the sequencing read data. To model
the distribution of read number in the novel mutations, we
used the empirical distributions of the number of nonreference
bases observed at heterozygous SNPs in the offspring where
the parents were called with high confidence as homozygous
for different alleles. At such sites, 99.3% of offspring are called
as heterozygous. Figure 2 shows an example of the empirical
distribution for a read depth of 40. The mean of the observed
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distribution is 19.4, i.e., slightly lower than expected mean
(20), presumably because reads containing nonreference
bases are less likely to be mapped. The variance of the ob-
served distribution is also somewhat higher than the variance
of a binomial distribution (an appropriate null distribution),
possibly because of nonuniform amplification, either at the
whole-genome amplification or Illumina library preparation
stage. Using the empirical distributions for read depth of
1–100, we generated 1,000 synthetic point mutations at
random positions in the genome in randomly picked off-
spring as described in Materials and Methods. Of these,
859 synthetic mutations were callable (i.e., they occurred
at a site of sufficient depth where the parents were pure,
so a mutation could have been called, according to the rules
of our pipeline), and 99.4% of the callable synthetic muta-
tions were positively identified by our pipeline. We then used
the IGV to check whether or not a random sample of 50 of the
callable synthetic mutations would have been taken forward
for verification by Sanger sequencing. We found that muta-
tions would have been unequivocally taken forward in all
cases, and none would have been rejected because they
occurred in a region subject to mismapping. The rate of false
negatives for single nucleotide mutations therefore appears
to be very low in this experiment.

Single nucleotide mutation events

Of the mutations confirmed by Sanger sequencing, there
were five single nucleotidemutations (SNMs) affecting a single
individual, one of which was a transversion and four of which
were transitions. This ratio is consistent with an overall
transition mutational bias in Drosophila (Moriyama and Powell
1996; Haag-Liautard et al. 2007; Keightley et al. 2009; Schrider
et al. 2013). We also detected SNMs at one site on chromosome
2L (position 19,399,106) affecting two individuals, i.e.,
there was a G/C/T/A transversion in one individual and
a G/C/A/T transition in a second. Mutation clusters resulting
from events occurring early in the germline lineage are an

expected feature of the mutation process in multicellular
eukaryotes (Woodruff and Thompson 1992), but a cluster
involving two kinds of event is somewhat unexpected. One
possible explanation is that the transition mutation resulted
from error-prone repair of a premeiotic mutation (Goodman
2002). We investigated this cluster further by Sanger sequencing
of eight additional sibs from the same family, and these were
wild type at the site. This suggests that the parents were truly
homozygous at the site (note the parents were both se-
quenced at high depth (Table 1), making this highly likely
a priori), and points to the mutation event having occurred
late in the development of the germ line such that it only
affects a small proportion of offspring.

Across all 12 offspring sequenced we were able to call
mutations at a total of 1.23 3 109 sites. Counting the mu-
tation cluster as two events for the purpose of estimating the
mutation rate and as one event for estimating its confidence
interval (CI), our estimate of the single nucleotide mutation
rate is m = 2.8 3 1029 (95% CI = 1.0 3 1029 2 6.1 3 1029)
per site per generation. Assuming a neutral model, and equat-
ing autosomal synonymous diversity for African D. melanogaster
(0.016; e.g., Campos et al. 2013) to 4Nem, the effective pop-
ulation size (Ne) of the species is estimated to be �1.43 106.

Indels

We detected two deletion mutations of 12 and 13 bases in
length, which were confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Table
1). We used Pindel to search for candidate deletions, short
insertions, inversions, tandem duplications, and long inser-
tions present in one offspring. Pindel successfully identified
the candidate deletions called by GATK, and a further can-
didate deletion, which was confirmed by Sanger sequencing
(Table 1). There were no supported short insertions or inver-
sions. Two candidate tandem duplications and three large
insertions were taken forward for investigation by PCR, but
these were not confirmed, based on the absence of extra bands
of the expected size. PCR products were sequenced to confirm

Table 1 Ten candidate mutations called by GATK (i.e., sites having a read pattern consistent with a genuine single nucleotide or indel
mutation) and one confirmed deletion mutation (X 2,693,102) called only by Pindel

Read depth
Read depth in mutant

individual

Location
Detected by GATK (G)

or Pindel (P) Mutation event
Offspring

code
Female
parent

Male
parent

Offspring
mean

Wild-type
base

Mutant
base Confirmed

2L 2,301,848 G A/C 90 28 39 50.4 30 11 Yes
2L 5,955,655 G C/T 88 42 47 33.0 15 16 Yes
2L 19,399,106 G G/T, A (two individuals) 74, 88 23 36 13.8 10, 4 11, 8 Yes
2R 6,136,602 G G/A 89 33 35 61.3 21 24 Yes
2R 14,887,552 G C/A 84 39 32 64.5 45 9 No
2R 16,372,704 G C/T 89 26 27 49.4 32 17 Yes
3L 10,514,561 G, P Deletion TAAAAATGCTCT 94 32 17 52.2 16 14 Yes
3R 1,431,265 G C/T 89 32 34 44.8 33 6 Yes
3R 7,755,276 G G/A 79 26 56 55.3 50 20 No
3R 1,2126,610 G, P Deletion

TCTCCGAAATAGG
84 28 34 48.7 22 15 Yes

X 2,693,102 P Deletion TGTT 94 34 21 59.3 39 12 Yes

GATK, Genome Analysis Toolkit.
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that the correct regions had been amplified. Our failure to
detect large deletions or tandem duplications is not incon-
sistent with results of Schrider et al. (2013), who sequenced
MA lines that had undergone a total of 1,160 generations of
spontaneous mutation accumulation. Their data predict that
we would expect to see only 0.6 such events. Overall, our
results are consistent with an overall deletion bias, as observed
in a previous study (Haag-Liautard et al. 2007), but the number
of indel events is too small for meaningful inference. The rate
of deletion mutations is 1.2 3 1029 (95% confidence inter-
val = 0.7 3 1029 2 11 3 1029).

Discussion

We were able to detect mutations at 90% of sites in the
euchromatic genome and exhaustively checked each plausible
candidate mutation by Sanger sequencing or PCR to eliminate
false positives. By introducing synthetic mutations into the
data, we showed that the rate of failure to detect mutations
(the false negative rate) is extremely low. Although we
detected a modest number of mutations in the 12 individual
D. melanogaster offspring sequenced, our results are suggestive
of differences from previous work that employed mutation
detection or whole-genome sequencing in MA lines of
D. melanogaster. Our estimate of the single nucleotide mu-
tation rate is 2.8 3 1029, similar to an estimate of 3.5 3
1029, based on 174 single nucleotide events detected by
genome sequencing of MA lines (Keightley et al. 2009). In
other studies involving mutation detection by denaturing
high performance liquid chromatography (Haag-Liautard
et al. 2007) or whole-genome sequencing (Schrider et al.
2013), one line (Florida-33) had a substantially higher sin-
gle nucleotide mutation rate (7.7 3 1029), and its 95%
confidence limits do not overlap with those of the present
experiment or with those of Keightley et al. (2009). It is
possible that a mutator allele may have become fixed in
the inbred ancestor of these lines. We also detected small
deletion events only (i.e., no small insertions), consistent
with the deletion bias that has been observed among small
indel events in Drosophila (Petrov et al. 1996; Haag-Liautard
et al. 2007).

To obtain a precise estimate of the mutation rate, parent–
offspring genome sequencing needs to be applied to substan-
tially larger numbers of individuals than genome sequencing
of MA lines. There are, however, several advantages to the
approach. First, mutations are accumulated in a single gen-
eration and remain in the heterozygous state (unless X-linked
in males), so only dominant lethal or near-lethal mutations
are expected to be underrepresented. Second, premeiotic
clusters of mutations can be detected. In the present experi-
ment, we attempted to detect clusters of single nucleotide
mutations present in up to three individuals. Our analysis
revealed one cluster affecting two individuals, unexpectedly
involving two different kinds of base substitution (G/A and
G/T). It is highly unlikely that this represents two indepen-
dent mutation events, but more likely represents an event in the

germline lineage that resolved into two different mutations,
perhaps involving error-prone repair of one of two premeiotic
mutations (Goodman 2002). Third, genome sequencing of
offspring and parents can be applied to any species where
the parents and offspring can be identified and where a ref-
erence genome sequence is available.

Our bioinformatic pipeline identified 88 candidate muta-
tions that needed to be individually checked for plausibility,
and we used the IGV (Thorvaldsdóttir et al. 2012), a powerful
software tool for this purpose. It is feasible to use the IGV for
a few hundred mutations at most, so increasing the scale of
an experiment to include several hundreds of individuals
could not rely solely on the IGV and would require a different
strategy. One possibility would be to write software that can
distinguish genuine mutations from mismapped paralogs that
contain multiple SNPs in perfect association with the candi-
date mutation and affecting multiple individuals. Another,
more straightforward strategy would be to filter sites that
have a low average read depth, since we observed that badly
mapped reads tend to have mapped at a low depth of cover-
age, with many fewer mapped at high quality. Having large
numbers of individuals per family is therefore advantageous
for either strategy, since mismapping is easier to detect when
it affects multiple individuals, and mean read depth is more
accurately measured in large families. With such strategies in
place, in the near future we expect to see mutation rates
estimated by the genome sequencing of offspring and parents
in diverse species and in large cohorts of offspring.
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Figure	  S1	  	  	  Screenshot	  from	  the	  IGV	  showing	  a	  typical	  example	  of	  a	  read	  mapping	  error.	  The	  reference	  sequence	  is	  shown	  at	  the	  
bottom,	  indicated	  by	  “Sequence	  →”.	  Reads	  are	  indicated	  as	  horizontal	  grey	  bars,	  and	  only	  bases	  that	  differ	  from	  the	  reference	  are	  
shown.	  Two	  individuals	  separated	  by	  a	  double	  horizontal	  line	  have	  a	  candidate	  C→T	  mutation	  at	  the	  focal	  site	  delimited	  by	  the	  
vertical	  dotted	  lines.	  However,	  each	  of	  the	  reads	  containing	  the	  non-‐reference	  base	  (T)	  also	  has	  five	  SNPs	  and	  two	  deletions	  (shown	  
as	  solid	  horizontal	  lines)	  in	  perfect	  association,	  i.e.,	  none	  of	  these	  variants	  are	  present	  in	  the	  reads	  containing	  the	  reference	  base	  
(C)	  at	  the	  focal	  site.	  	  
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Figure	  S2	  	  	  Screenshot	  from	  the	  IGV	  showing	  a	  second	  example	  of	  a	  read	  mapping	  error	  caused	  by	  mismapping	  of	  a	  paralogous	  
region.	  
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Figure	  S3	  	  	  Screenshot	  from	  the	  IGV.	  The	  T→C	  candidate	  mutation	  can	  be	  resolving	  by	  moving	  bases	  leftwards	  to	  the	  opposite	  end	  
of	  the	  deletion	  (in	  other	  words,	  reads	  have	  a	  deletion,	  not	  a	  SNP).	  
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Figure S4. Screenshot from the IGV showing a candidate mutation associated with a 
misaligned polymorphic insertion. The T→G candidate mutation can be resolved by 
supposing that reads carrying the G allele have instead a TTTG insertion (shown as the 
vertical purple symbol), which is also present in reads of other individuals (including one 
parent) in addition to the two individuals shown.
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Figure	  S4	  	  	  Screenshot	  from	  the	  IGV	  showing	  a	  candidate	  mutation	  associated	  with	  a	  misaligned	  polymorphic	  insertion.	  The	  T→G	  
candidate	  mutation	  can	  be	  resolved	  by	  supposing	  that	  reads	  carrying	  the	  G	  allele	  have	  instead	  a	  TTTG	  insertion	  (shown	  as	  the	  
vertical	  purple	  symbol),	  which	  is	  also	  present	  in	  reads	  of	  other	  individuals	  (including	  one	  parent)	  in	  addition	  to	  the	  two	  individuals	  
shown.	  
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Table	  S1	  	  	  Numbers	  of	  heterozygous	  autosomal	  sites	  for	  read	  depth	  =	  1..100	  used	  to	  generate	  tables	  for	  the	  generation	  of	  
synthetic	  mutations.	  

	  
	  
	  
 
 
 

Depth Number Depth Number
1 67 51 37606
2 90 52 37274
3 144 53 37501
4 182 54 64132
5 221 55 61228
6 321 56 31575
7 364 57 30263
8 487 58 29175
9 640 59 28289
10 778 60 27340
11 932 61 26041
12 1166 62 25037
13 1417 63 24209
14 1693 64 22691
15 2146 65 21498
16 2595 66 20759
17 3215 67 19868
18 7763 68 18728
19 9181 69 17907
20 6743 70 17107
21 7832 71 17203
22 9109 72 26887
23 10470 73 24931
24 11838 74 12298
25 13371 75 11724
26 14501 76 11197
27 16514 77 10459
28 18264 78 9884
29 19674 79 9350
30 21659 80 8883
31 23412 81 8353
32 25267 82 7700
33 26751 83 7377
34 28608 84 6966
35 31354 85 6520
36 62748 86 6140
37 62572 87 5764
38 36518 88 5310
39 37233 89 5520
40 38072 90 8159
41 38707 91 7616
42 39027 92 3793
43 39513 93 3653
44 40063 94 3329
45 39959 95 3175
46 39501 96 3005
47 39850 97 2804
48 39107 98 2621
49 38679 99 2517
50 38274 100 2360


